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Abstract
Within the setting of intensitymodulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and the fully continuous version
of IMRT called volumetricmodulated radiation therapy (VMAT), we consider the problemof
matching a given fluencemap aswell as possible in limited time by the use of a linear accelerator
(linac)with amulti-leaf collimator (MLC).We introduce twomodeling strategies tomanage the
nonconvexity and the associated localminima of this problem. Thefirst is the use of linear splines to
model theMLC leaf positions as functions of time. The second is a progressively controllable smooth
model (instead of a step function) of how the leaves block thefluence radiation.Wepropose a two part
solution: an outer loop that optimizes the dose rate pattern over time, and an inner loop that given a
dose rate pattern optimizes the leaf trajectories.

1. Introduction

The optimal dynamic delivery of a given fluence map
by a multi-leaf collimator (MLC) remains a difficult,
unsolved problem. The sliding-window leaf-sweep
algorithm (SWLS) [1], in which the MLC leaves cross
the treatmentfield in a unidirectional fashion, achieves
perfect fluence map replication if sufficient time is
available [2]. However, the SWLS algorithm is not in
general efficient with respect to the required delivery
time [3]. Time is an important aspect of VMAT and
IMRT treatment plans, for several reasons:

(i) Shorter treatments allow the treatment facility to
help more patients on a given set of radiation
therapy machines, which is particularly relevant
to developing countries as these machines are
expensive.

(ii) The effect of patient movement on delivery
inaccuracy increases in the time the patient is
exposed to radiation.

(iii) In general, there is a trade-off between dose
quality and delivery time, and given how wide-
spread the use of radiation therapy is in treating
cancer, it makes sense to put in effort to assure
that we are on the Pareto optimal frontier regard-
ing these two conflicting objectives.

Several studies have investigated the trade-off between
treatment time and plan quality [3–6]. [3]were thefirst
to include treatment time directly in a dynamic leaf
sequencing step of the treatment plan optimization.
They constructed the trade-off curve between delivery
time and fluence map matching accuracy by optimiz-
ing leaf trajectories and dose rate patterns for a
sequence of delivery times. For a given fluence map
and fixed delivery time, the challenge of optimizing
the leaf trajectories and dose rate so that the given
fluence map is matched as accurately as possible,
subject tomachine restrictions, presents a high dimen-
sional nonconvex optimization problem. The non-
convexity of the fluence map matching problem leads
to a large number of local minima. For a thorough
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introduction to the complexities of dynamic fluence
map delivery (which generally arises in the context of
dynamic IMRT and VMAT), see [3] and [7]. Briefly,
we note that there are two broad solution types
available in commercial systems: sliding window
derived approaches, which use smaller MLC aperture
openings and thus lead to longer delivery times, and
step-and-shoot derived approaches. Neither of these
approaches can guarantee optimality of the solution:
sliding window does not allow for bidirectional leaf
motions, which may be necessary for optimality [3],
and step-and-shoot is not designed for continuous
delivery. It is thus important to attack the problem in a
more general setting: broadly searching over valid leaf
trajectories and dose rates to determine the optimal
delivery pattern without restricting to one of the above
settings. This was, to the best of our knowledge, only
done in [3] and [8], where continuous leaf motions
were represented by a discretized motion in the
optimization, leading to a gap between the optimized
and the delivered plan. Due to the rising clinical usage
of VMAT, which is by nature continuous, we believe it
is prudent to continue the basic research on optimal
dynamicfluence delivery in search of a clinically usable
approach for continuous leafmotions.

In this report, we present a new approach for opti-
mizing the continuous leaf motion dynamics tomatch
a given fluencemap. A logical way to search for a com-
bined dose rate pattern and leaf motion dynamics to
best produce a given fluence map is to do a nested
optimization with the dose rate search in the outer
loop and the leaf trajectory search in the inner loop [8].
The rationale for this is that once the outer loop sets a
dose rate profile, the MLC leaf pairs can be optimized
independently (setting a dose rate profile decouples
the MLC leaf rows) [3, 8]. We only consider the inner
search for optimal leaf trajectories and hence assume a
dose rate pattern is given. Although ourmethod can be
applied to an arbitrary dose rate profile, we use a con-
stant dose rate.

2.Methods

Our starting point is a fluence map m that has been
optimized, along with additional fluence maps located
at given angles around the patient, to collectively yield
a dose distribution optimized for the particular
patient’s geometry (location of tumor and all nearby
organs) and dose prescription. The algorithms set
forth in this paper determine how to construct a single
given fluence map by moving the leaves of the MLC
within the field, for a given dose rate pattern. Our
optimization allows the leaves tomove back and forth,
a requirement for achieving optimal motions in the
setting of a general (non-constant) dose rate, as shown
in the appendix of [3]. Moreover, we allow the leaves
of every pair to start and end at arbitrary feasible
locationswithin the field, not necessarily at the bounds

of the treatment field, as these restrictions can also be
suboptimal [8]. Thus the problem wemodel and solve
is the dynamic IMRT field delivery problem, which is a
subproblemof the full dynamic VMATproblem [9].

We assume the fluence mapm is given as a matrix
where the rows correspond to the leaf pairs, and the
columns are the discretely optimized fluence bixels
across the field, the latter of which can be as finely dis-
cretized as one wishes. Typical length scales are on the
order of 0.5 cm for both the row height of the MLC
leaves and the across-the-row discretization.

Let x tL
i ( ) and x tR

i ( ) denote the leaf position of the
ith left and right leaves respectively, at time t. For a
fixed dose rate pattern, the leaf rows can be optimized
independently (neglecting the small coupling terms
created by the tongue-and-groove mechanism on the
real machine, and output factor considerations, see
[7]), so for the remainder of the leaf motion algorithm
development, we consider only a single leaf row, and
therefore drop the i superscript. Let f (x) be the target
fluence that should be delivered for that row. Note if f
is obtained from an optimized fluence mapm it is pie-
cewise constant, but in general f can also be smooth.
We assume the total allowed treatment delivery time T
is given. Our goal is to compute the leaf trajectories
xL(t) and xR(t) to recreate the fluence row f (x) as best as
possible, while accounting for maximum leaf speed
and collision constraints.

The fluence achieved at each position x is g(x),
which is the time-integral of the dose rate for the times
that this position is exposed to the radiation source.
The time domain of exposure x( ) is the set of times
(in general a disconnected set) when the position x is
not blocked by either of the leaves, i.e., x( ) is the set
of all times t such that xL(t)�x�xR(t),

g x d t dt, 1
t x
ò=

Î
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

as illustrated by figure 1. The full fluence map
matching problem, including the dose rate search, can
be stated as follows. Find the leaf trajectories xL(t) and
xR(t) and dose rate pattern d(t) that minimize the
squared integral error between the target fluence f (x)
and the delivered fluence g(x):

f x g x dxargmin 2
d t x t x t X, ,

2

L R

ò -( ( ) ( )) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

subject to feasibility constraints on the dose rate and
leaf trajectory functions.

Next we describe the method that we use to con-
vert this mathematical optimization problem into a
format that can be solved using standard nonlinear
programming (NLP) solvers such as FMINCON [10],
SNOPT [11], or IPOPT [12].

The first step in this process is to select the compu-
tational representation for the leaf trajectories, for
which we use piecewise linear functions. The second
step is to compute the integrals in the objective func-
tion using methods that are smooth and consistent, a

2
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critical step for obtaining good results from the NLP
solver [13].

2.1. Spline representation
There are two continuous functions, the position of
the left and right leaves, xL(t) and xR(t), that must be
computed by the optimization (note, if we were
including the dose rate in our optimization there
would be three functions to optimize). We use
piecewise linear functions (linear splines) to represent
these. A linear spline is fully defined by its value at the
knot points tk: xL, k, xR, k. An example of a linear spline
is shown infigure 2.

2.2. Integral computationwith blocking function k()
There are two issues with computing the integral in
equation (2) directly: (1) computing the domain x( )
requires a root solve (or inverting the leaf trajectories),
and (2) the domain of x( ) can change from being
simply connected to discontinuous during an optim-
ization. Both of these issues would likely cause
convergence failures in the NLP solver, in part by
causing a change in the sparsity pattern of the gradient
between successive iterations.

Our first step is to rewrite the integral using a
blocking function k t x,( ), which has a value of one
when the leaves at time t are passing radiation at loca-
tion x and zero when the leaves are blocking radiation.
This allows us to rewrite the integral using the con-
stant bounds [0,T]:

g x k t x d t dt, . 3
t

T

0
ò=

=
( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )

We now have a scalar integral and we can use any
standard quadrature method to evaluate (3). In our
case we use themidpoint (rectangle) quadrature rule.

As just defined, our fluence blocking function k(t,
x) would also have a discontinuous gradient, which
would cause convergence issues in the optimization.
Therefore, we use an exponential sigmoid function to
approximate the step changes in the blocking func-
tion, whereα is the smoothing parameter:

s x e, 1 . 4x 1a = + a- -( ) ( ) ( )

A small value of α corresponds to heavy smoothing
and faster convergence in the optimization, while a
large value of α will provide a more accurate model at
the expense of a more difficult optimization. We can
then combine the smoothing function for each leaf to

Figure 1. Illustration of administered fluence. In the upper panel, the upper and lower lines display the trajectories of the left and right
leaves, respectively; the lower panel shows the dose rate pattern. The dose administered to a position x, g x( ), equals the integral
(shaded area) of the dose rate d t( ) over themoments in time x( ) (blue lines) that position is exposed.

Figure 2. Leaf position trajectories are represented using linear splines.

3
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get the combined blocking function:

k t x s x t x s x x t, , , .

5
R La a» - -( ) ( ( ) ) · ( ( ) )

( )

In practice it is useful to define the α parameter in
terms of a smoothing distance Δx and the fraction γ

that the blocking function changed over that distance.
For example,Δx=0.05 cm and γ=0.98 means that
the blocking function changes from 0.01 to 0.99 over a
distance of 0.05 cm.α can then be computed as:

x

2
ln

1

1
. 6a

g
g

=
-
D

-
+

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )

Figure 3 shows three values of the smoothing para-
meter for the blocking function k(t, x), where xR=1
and xL=−1, and compares the function to the case
without smoothing.

2.3. Computing leaf trajectories as a nonlinear
program
The integral squared error objective function in
formulation (2) is discretized for the numerical optim-
ization procedure. We break the domain [xmin, xmax]
into Nfit equal-width segments, and evaluate the
fluence target and delivered fluence at the midpoint xk
of each segment:

f x g x dx

x x

N
f x g x . 7

x

x

k

N

k k

2

max min

fit 1

2

min

max

fit

å

ò -

»
-

-
=

( ( ) ( ))

( ( ) ( )) ( )

Constraints that the leaves remain within the phy-
sical bounds of the fluence field and do not collide are
given by:

x x x x x x k.

8
L k R k L k R kmin , , max , ,   "

( )

where leaf position is given by linear interpolation
between the knot points.

Velocity constraints can also be handled with lin-
ear inequalities:

v x v v x v k.

9
L k R kmax , max max , max   - - "˙ ˙

( )

where the velocity of each leaf on each spline segment
is constant and given by:

x
x x

h
x

x x

h
,

10

L k
L k L k

k
R k

R k R k

k
,

, 1 ,
,

, 1 ,=
-

=
-+ +˙ ˙

( )

and h is the distance between two knot points.

2.4. Iterative refinement of smoothing parameter
The performance of the optimization, based on solve-
time and accuracy, is highly dependent on the value of
the smoothing parameter α. With heavy smoothing
the optimization will quickly converge to a ‘good’
solution, but the smoothing distorts the objective
function to the point where it is inaccurate. Con-
versely, with light smoothing (or no smoothing) the
gradients in the optimization change quickly and the
solver easily gets stuck in local minima and sometimes
fails to converge.

This dependency on smoothing is common in tra-
jectory optimization and there is a well known solu-
tion: iterative refinement. The idea is to initially solve
the optimization using heavy smoothing, which gives a
solution that is somewhat close to the true optimal
solution. Then the optimization is solved again using
the previous solution as the initial guess and with a
smaller value of the smoothing parameter. This pro-
cess is continued until the error in the objective func-
tion decreases to an acceptable level [14].

3. Results

The method is demonstrated using a fluence map that
is generated for a prostate patient with lymph nodes
publicly available via the CORT dataset, see figure 4
[15]. The bixel width is 1cm. First, we demonstrate the
inner loop search using two fluence profiles, one with
a bimodal and one with a unimodal shape which
correspond to the 11th and 12th rows of this fluence

Figure 3.Visualization of smoothing parameters in the blocking function (5). The right and left leaves are at xR=1 cm and
xL=−1 cm respectively. The solid black line shows the case without smoothing, and the remaining lines show light smoothing
(Δx=0.05 cm), moderate smoothing (Δx=0.2 cm), and heavy smoothing (Δx=0.5 cm). In each of these three cases we use a
value of γ=0.95.

4
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map respectively. These fluence profiles are depicted
in figure 8(a) respectively figure 9(a). Next, we
demonstrate the overall method on the entire fluence
map depicted in figure 4. We set the dose rate level to
its maximum level thus not performing the outer loop
search where dose rates are optimized. In what would
be the inner loop search we solve the leaf trajectory
optimization problem for each row of the entire (near-
unimodal) fluence map and its transposed (near-
bimodal) version (due to row independence, this
search can be done in parallel, as described above).

We assume amaximum leaf speed of 3 cm s−1 and
a dose rate of 10 MU s−1. The performance is eval-
uated based on the fluence profile (fluence map)
matching quality of the final solution,measured by the
sum of squared integral errors (equation (2)) over all
leaf rows considered, and the CPU time the algorithm
needs to compute the solution. Computations are per-
formed in Matlab (R2017a) on a desktop computer
with a 3.4 GHz quad-core Intel i5-3570 Kprocessor.

All of the experiments in this report use two seg-
ments per second for the leaf trajectoriy splines. This
number was chosen using a pilot study. If fewer knot
points were used, then the ability to fit arbitrary flu-
ence profiles was diminished. Ifmore knot points were
used then there was a minor improvement in fitting,
but an increase in computation time and it was more
difficult tofind a viable smoothing schedule.

3.1. Smoothing parameter schedule
Before the algorithm can be run, a smoothing para-
meter scheme—a sequence of smoothing parameter
values α—has to be chosen. Each smoothing para-
meter value is derived from γ and Δx using
equation (6) and holds during a certain stage of the
algorithm. We choose to use a constant γ=0.95 and
study three values for the smoothing distance
Δx={0.5, 0.2, 0.05} cm. We explore each possible
sequence of smoothing stages for these three para-
meters for which the level of smoothing decreases, that
is, the accuracy increases (see the legend of figure 5).
We also include an additional trial with a width of
Δx=0.002, which is effectively equivalent to no

smoothing. Every smoothing stage is solved using the
fmincon function in Matlab Release R2017a (The
MathWorks, Inc, Natick, USA)with default settings.

The algorithm progresses from one smoothing
stage to the next (or terminates if the current stage is
the last stage) when fmincon converges. The only dif-
ference between the optimization in two consecutive
stages is the smoothing distanceΔx and the initializa-
tion. The algorithm is initialized with the leaf pair
moving at a constant speed, sweeping the entire
domain with a fixed small leaf gap. Subsequent
stages use the solution from the previous stage as
initialization.

Figure 5 shows the optimization results for each of
the smoothing parameter schemes, represented by the
objective value of the final solution and CPU time,
under a moderate delivery time of T=5 s (using
11 knot points). For comparison of the solutions, the
objective value is computed without smoothing.
Heavy smoothing (large Δx) results in fast optim-
ization but poor fitting, whereas light smoothing
results in slow optimization as well as poor fitting. The
best solutions were obtained by starting with heavy
smoothing and then moving to moderate smoothing.
These solutions require a moderate amount of CPU
time but tend to be more accurate than most other
methods. We use the x 0.5 0.2D =  smoothing
scheme in subsequent experiments.

Note that using negligible smoothing
(Δx=0.002 cm) yields poor results, as the optim-
ization fails to converge. This indicates the importance
of smoothing and iterative refinement of the smooth-
ing parameter.

3.2. Progress of the algorithm
For the x 0.5 0.2D =  smoothing scheme and
T=5 s of delivery, figures 6 and 7 show the quality of
the current solution as the algorithm proceeds, for the
unimodal and bimodal case, respectively. For both the
unimodal and bimodal case a decent solution is found
halfway through the first smoothing stage, which is
thenfine-tuned as the algorithmproceeds.

Figure 4.Target fluencemapwith 1 cmbixels, from theCORTdataset [15].

5
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By definition, the objective value of the best
known solution—evaluated at the currently active
smoothing level (blue line)—is decreasing in CPU
time within every stage of the algorithm. At the start
of a new stage, an improvement in the smoothed
objective value typically results in an improvement
in the exact objective value as well. Later on, when

improvements in the smoothed objective value
are smaller, the corresponding effect on the exact
objective value can be of either sign but is generally
small. Naturally, when transitioning from one
smoothing stage to another, the smoothed objective
value instantly changes whereas the corresponding
exact objective value is unaltered.

Figure 5.Comparison of smoothing parameter schemes. In each case, the smoothing in the legend is used during the optimization,
but the objective values shown on the plot are computedwithout the smoothing function. This provides a uniform comparison for all
trials. The horizontal axis shows theCPU time to compute each solution, for both the unimodal (left panel) and bimodal (right panel)
fluence profiles usingT=5 s of delivery. Note theΔx=0.002 case is effectively ‘no smoothing’. Note the right arrows in the
smoothing schemes legend refer to discrete transitions of the smoothing parameters.

Figure 6.Relation betweenCPU time and the best known smoothed objective value and the corresponding exact objective value, for
the parameter scheme (Δx=0.5→ 0.2) and the unimodal fluence profile (seefigure 8), withT=5 s.

Figure 7.Relation betweenCPU time and the best known smoothed objective value and the corresponding exact objective value, for
the parameter scheme (Δx=0.5→ 0.2) and the bimodalfluence profile (seefigure 9), withT=5 s.

6
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In general it is not guaranteed that the exact objec-
tive value of the last found solution (green line) is the
best solution. Therefore, we not only keep track of the
current solution and its objective value, but also track
the solution with the best exact objective value, and at
termination accept the latter as our final solution. We
also note that the best solutions found by our algo-
rithm, even when T is sufficient for perfect matching,
do not show an objective value of 0. This is related to
how trajectories are represented, to the level of dis-
cretization, and to how fluence maps are computed
from trajectories. The inter-dependencies of these
modeling choices are discussed in [8], but we note that
the plateau objective function values, while not
numerically 0, are sufficiently small such that the
recreated fluence maps are visually indistinguishable
from the target maps (see figures 10 and 11, rightmost
solutions).

3.3. Leaf trajectories
Figures 8 and 9 show the fluence profile (left panel)
delivered by the leaf trajectories of the final solution
(right panel) for the unimodal and bimodal case,
respectively. In the unimodal case, the targeted fluence
profile is almost perfectly matched, using a final
solution in which leaves move in a near-unidirectional
fashion. In fact, we could swap the position of the left
leaf at T=2.5 s with the position of that leaf at T=3
and move that of T=4 s to the end without changing
the delivered fluence profile while respecting con-
straints. In fact, if the dose rate is constant, every pair
of non-unidirectional leaf trajectories can be trans-
formed into a pair of unidirectional leaf trajectories,
without changing the delivered fluence profile, as
shown in the appendix of [3]. This illustrates that there
might be multiple optimal solutions to our problem.
Note that perfect delivery could be achieved with

Figure 8.WithinT=5 s of delivery, the unimodal target profile (solid line, left panel) is closelymatched (dashed line, left panel) by
the leaf trajectories displayed in the right panel. These trajectories are found by optimization using the (Δx=0.5→0.2) smoothing
schedule.

Figure 9.WithinT=5 s of delivery, the bimodal target profile (solid line, left panel) is wellmatched (dashed line, left panel) by the leaf
trajectories displayed in the right panel. These trajectories are found by optimization using the (Δx=0.5→0.2) smoothing
schedule.
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leaves moving in a unidirectional fashion if the
delivery time would be larger than or equal to the
SWLS row delivery time (5.8 s for this fluence row;
6.7 s for the entiremap, see figure 10).

In the bimodal case thematching is not as close but
still reasonably good. This is because the available
delivery time (5 s) is smaller than the SWLS row deliv-
ery time for this profile (6.7 s). Again, the leaves move
in a near-unidirectional like fashion, but could as well
have moved fully unidirectionally. Mismatches occur
at the boundaries of the field and at the dip in the flu-
ence profile. In order to modulate the dip in the flu-
ence profile, the leaves would have to fully close, by
which the leaves would, with restricted time as is, not
be able to modulate other parts, for which the price of
not spending sufficient time there is higher. Naturally,
the bounds of the field are harder to deliver as there is
less flexibility in how andwhen to expose these parts to
radiation.

3.4.Matching an entirefluencemap
In clinical practice one always faces the challenge of
matching an entirefluencemap rather thanonly a single
row. An upper bound on the time needed to perfectly
match a fluence map is themaximum of the SWLS row
delivery time over all rows. For the near-unimodal map
depicted in figure 4 and its transposed near-bimodal
version, these are 6.7 s and 8.6 s respectively.

Keeping the dose rate fixed to its maximum level,
we utilize the independence property to optimize the
leaf trajectories of every single leaf pair in parallel. By
running these optimizations for all integer delivery
times T between one and the upwards rounded SWLS
delivery time, the trade-off between delivery time and
fluencemapmatching quality is generated.

For the near-unimodal fluence map studied, this
trade-off curve is depicted in figure 10.With just a sin-
gle second of delivery, the contours of the map are lar-
gely delivered. When more time becomes available,
the delivery window concentrates more on the fluence
peaks. One can achieve near-perfect fluence map
matching within 5 s. With 3 or 4 s of delivery, the
degradation in solution quality is minor. For larger
delivery times, there is no improvement in the sum of
squared errors. As the number of variables and hence
the number of dimensions in the solution space is
increasing with delivery time, this is likely caused by
the algorithm getting stuck in a local optimum.

For the bimodal case, figure 11, more delivery time
is needed to achieve decent matching: it takes 5 s in the
unimodal case to drop below an ISE of 0.5×103, ver-
sus 7 s for the bimodal case. In the bimodal case, since
exposing the whole width of the field would do too
much harm to the untargeted center segment, the
leaves first focus on the most intense half of the map.
As 2 s or 3 s is insufficient to cross the field, for those
delivery times the right peak matching is improved
upon rather than trying to deliver the left peak as well.
When the leaves canmake it across the gap (4–5 s), the
left peak is modulated, at the price of losing precision
in the right peak, but with the merit of quick overall
matching improvement. The time required to mod-
ulate the right part is now needed to traverse the field.
For even longer delivery times, delivery at both sides is
smoothened.

For both bimodal and unimodal cases, near-opti-
mal matching is possible with a delivery time that is
significantly smaller (on the order of 20%–25%) than
the SWLS delivery time.

Figure 10. Solution to the problemofmatching the entire fluencemap (see figure 4), for various delivery times. The vertical axis of the
graph shows the exact objective function, the integral squared error (ISE), that isminimized. For each integer second of delivery time,
the deliveredfluencemap is shown. The blue triangle represents the SWLS time (6.7 s).
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4.Discussion and conclusions

The pure fluence map sequencing problem has
received little attention in the past few years compared
to full VMAT optimization. VMAT presents a clini-
cally relevant and algorithmically challenging pro-
blem, but since dynamic fluence map sequencing lies
at the heart of VMAT optimization (even though few
optimization approaches recognize this), we are inter-
ested in returning to that basic, unsolved problem.

We begin by assuming that fluence maps are given
as the result of an optimization procedure. The com-
munity of radiotherapy optimization researchers also
needs to continually consider the dose optimization
problem, a step that we do not address in this report.
This step is of fundamental importance, where the
challenge is not as much in optimization algorithms
but knowing what to optimize. Target definition and
dose tolerance and prescription levels are set based
on historical knowledge rather than biologically
informed criteria. Although one could argue that this
aspect of treatment planning research is of more fun-
damental importance, the community will need to
improve on both ‘what to optimize’ and ‘how to best
deliver the optimized fluence maps’ in order to
advance patient care, and we address the second area
herein.

The dynamic fluence map sequencing problem
has been visited before in [3] (and references therein).
Both their procedure and ours model the leaves and
dose rate by specifying their values at several moments
in time (the ‘knot points’ in our model). The main dif-
ference lies in the formulation of the exposure func-
tion: while we use a continuous function, like [16], the
exposure in [3], which follows the more common way
that IMRT and VMAT are modeled, is based on a dis-
cretized approximation of the inherently continuous

leaf trajectories. This makes our approachmore realis-
tic than the method used in [3]. Comparing the two
methods in terms of fluence map replication accuracy
is complicated by the difference inmodel formulation:
a continuous exposure function asks for a continuous
objective value, namely ISE, whereas the use of a dis-
cretized exposure function requires the user to evalu-
ate plan quality with the sum of squared errors (ssdif).
If one were to evaluate both procedures with ISE, then
our proposed fully continuous method would come
out as the best performer, and vice versa. Although
ssdif is essentially a discretization of ISE, their values
may differ significantly, particularly because ssdif is
likely to be an underestimation of the true delivery
error. It is therefore difficult to compare the fluence
map replication accuracy of the two methods. How-
ever, the shape of the trade-off curve in figure 10 is
very similar to its ssdif equivalent in figure 4 in [3].
This indicates that both methods perform in a similar
manner, with ours consideringmore realistic (i.e. con-
tinuous rather than discretized) representations of the
leaf trajectories and fluence computations.

The fundamental difficulty in the single map
dynamic sequencing problem (and in turn, VMAT) is
nonconvexity, which rears its head in the many local
optima of the objective function, a large number of
which are comparable to the global optimum. For
VMAT the large number of local optimal solutions of
similar high quality can be loosely justified by noting
that in the case of coplanar IMRT, a large number of
equispaced beams (say, 15 or more, see [17]) will pro-
vide an optimal solution independent of their exact
location. Thus there is freedom in the start and end
gantry angles for delivery of the individual fields. This
implies many optimal solutions, since it is likely that
good leaf positions could be almost anywhere within
the bounds of the field at any given gantry position.

Figure 11. Solution to the problemofmatching the entire, transposed fluencemap (seefigure 4), for various delivery times. The
vertical axis of the graph shows the exact objective function, the integral squared error (ISE), that isminimized. For each integer
second of delivery time, the delivered fluencemap is shown. The blue triangle represents the SWLS time (8.6s).
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Still, finding and verifying any one of these good local
optima is not an easy task, which is a direct con-
sequence of the near impossibility of obtaining certifi-
cates of global optimality for nonconvex optimization
problems. Mixed integer linear programming for-
mulations offer a possible approach here [18–20], but
the challenges of formulating the problem with con-
tinuous fluence computations and variable gantry
speed and dose rates, along with the formidable com-
putational expense of solving such problems, have
kept such approaches away from clinical usage
thus far.

When problems have many near optimal solu-
tions, it makes sense to regularize the search space,
which in our case can be done by restricting needless
back and forthmotions of theMLC leaves. One way to
accomplish this, which to our knowledge has not been
studied before, is to represent leaf trajectories with
reduced degrees of freedom. This could be done by a
coarse discretization of the leaf position versus time
space, or piecewise linear leaf trajectories (piecewise
constant leaf speeds), which yields the benefit of a
coarser trajectory description while retaining an accu-
rate leaf position versus time description for fluence
transmission computations.

There are other choices for representing trajec-
tories, most of which would fall into the category of
polynomial splines. There is a fundamental trade-off
in polynomial splines: for a given amount of data you
can store many low-order segments or few high-order
segments. Selecting the correct trade-off is discussed
in detail in [13, 21, 22].

One reason for our choice of linear splines is that
we can precisely enforce velocity constraints without
the need for mesh refinement or other expensive
checks. The low order spline also lends itself to fast and
simple calculations. Finally, linac control systems
themselves use linear interpolation between control
points. We performed a brief pilot study evaluating
linear versus cubic splines, with the same number of
decision variables in the optimization. We found that
the linear splines resulted in faster optimization for a
comparable accuracy and dramatically simplified the
resulting optimization code.

In addition to the spline representation, we also
use a controllable smoothing function to smooth the
typical step function representation of an MLC leaf
blocking radiation. While we introduced it for its
numerical benefits, it is also amore realistic model of a
leaf blocking radiation: due to leaf tip scatter, the flu-
ence will never be a sharp step function. The standard
technique of beginning with a large amount of
smoothing and gradually decreasing it worked well,
although in general this smoothing schedule could be
automated and optimized.

If one had an algorithm that, given a dose rate pro-
file and a delivery time limit T, returned optimal leaf
trajectories, one could then build an outer loop

algorithm that searched the dose rate profile space.
One could also represent the continuous dose rate as a
piecewise linear spline, to regularize that search as
well. Due to the decoupling of the MLC leaf rows, we
envision that this is a worthwhile way to pursue the
entire problem. Global techniques which find a bal-
ance between exploration and exploitation, such as
Bayesian Optimization or CMAES [23], are possible
dose rate search strategies. We recommend searching
a parameterized dose rate profile space that ‘makes
sense’, rather than blindly searching across all feasible
dose rate profiles. For example, one generally wants
the dose rate to be at its maximal value, with occa-
sional dips (possibly to 0) to allow leaves to reposition
without delivering dose. Dose rate search is a difficult
problem however, and warrants a full investigation.
Finally, it remains to be seen if this nested approach
(outer loop dose rate, inner loop leaf trajectories)
should be pursued or replaced by a different search
style. If nested optimization is pursued, details includ-
ing how many inner loop iterations for a given outer
loop dose setting need to be explored.

Mathematically it is straightforward to extend
these ideas to the case of full VMAT optimization.
However, additional decision variables for gantry
speed, and in general the much larger number of con-
trol points needed, would make such an approach
computationally infeasible. We thus consider optimal
VMAToptimization verymuch an open question.
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